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The concepts of conditionally more positively quadrant dependent, and con- 
ditionally more dispersed are introduced and studied. Based on these two concepts, 
new conditions are given for multivariate cdfs F and G so that E, h(X) 2 Eoh(X) 
for suitable h(X). Special cases include the multivariate normal distribution and 
elliptically contoured distributions. Conditional positive and negative dependence 
concepts as well as applications to the Farlie-Gumbel-Morgenstem distribution 
are also considered. 0 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Joag-dev, Perlman, and Pitt [6] study a type of pairwise condition on a 
function of n variables which implies monotonicity of the expected value of 
the function in the covariance matrix of a multivariate normal distribution. 
A related condition has been used by Cambanis and Simons [3] in 
obtaining a similar result. Both sets of authors also consider extensions to 
elliptically contoured distributions. 
In this paper, we make the observation that the pairwise conditions of 
Joag-dev et al. actually represent conditions of two different types: (a) a 
condition related to pairwise dependence and (b) a condition related to 
dispersion orderings. Second, we demonstrate that the monotonicity result 
of Joag-dev et al. applies to any distributions which are conditionally 
pairwise dependence ordered or to distributions which are conditionally 
dispersion ordered. 
In Section 2 we consider results for distributions which are conditionally 
positively quadrant-dependent ordered and in Section 3 we examine 
distributions which are conditionally dispersion ordered. In both sections, 
we derive the results of Joag-dev et al. [6] and Cambanis and Simon [3] 
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as special cases. We also discuss in these two sections some improvements 
of the results of Joag-dev et al. under weaker regularity assumptions. In 
Section 4, the concepts of conditional positive and negative dependence are 
examined, and in Section 5 another example is considered. 
Some notation which is used follows. For a given vector a = (a,, . . . . up)‘, 
define for each pair of integers 1< i <j <p the corresponding vector 
aci*j) = (a,, . . . . aip 1, ai+ 1, . . . . ujp I, uj+ 1, . ..) a,)‘. 
In the case i =j we write a(‘). For a given pair of integers 1 < i<j<p let 
R(i,j)= (1, . . . . i- 1, i+ 1, . . . . j- l,j+ 1, . . . . p}. (In the case i=j, we write 
R(i).) 
For a given cdf. F(x,, . . . . xp) and pair of integers 1 < i <j <p let 
F(x,, xjIxciJ)= t) 
denote the conditional cdf of Xi, Xi given X(“j’= t. (In the case i =j, we 
write F(xiI Xci) = t).) Let Fi(xi) and FR(i,j,(x’i~j)), 1 < i<j<p, denote the 
marginal cdfs, respectively, of Xi and Xci,j). When densities exist, the 
following notations are used: f(x;, xjj X’“j) = t), fi(xi) and fRci, jj(x(i3i)). 
Let u(x) be a function defined on R’. The number of sign changes of a, 
denoted by s-(u(x)) is defined as sup s-(a(~,), . . . . a(~,)) (over all) 
sequences x, < . . . < x, , n = 1, 2, . . . . where S-(a, , . . . . a,,) denotes the 
number of sign changes in ai, . . . . a,, zero terms being ignored. 
Let I, be the matrix whose every entry is zero, except for the (i,j)th 
entry which is 1. The dimension of I, is to be appropriate to the usage. 
Occasionally, we require a symmetrized version of the matrix, namely 
I, + Iii, which we denote by I;. 
We follow the notation of Cambanis, Huang, and Simons [2] and say 
X: (p x 1) is an elliptically contoured distribution with parameters p, Z, 4, 
where Z is nonnegative definite, if the characteristic function of X - p has 
the form 
4x ~ p(t) = #(t’xt). 
This is denoted by X N EC#, X, 4). 
2. CONDITIONALLY MORE POSITIVELY QUADRANT DEPENDENT 
In this section, we introduce our conditional positive quadrant depen- 
dence (PQD) ordering. We show that this ordering is preserved under a 
function with a pairwise condition, and then we obtain various special 
cases. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let F(x, , . . . . xp) and G(x, , . . . . xp) be two cdfs. Fix 
1~ i < j bp and suppose that the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) FR(i,j)(t) = GR(i,j)(f), for all t, 
(b) (i) F(xi, ~01 X’““= t) = G(xi, cc IX’“j)= t), for all xi and t, 
(ii) F(a~,x~~X’~~~‘=t)=G(m,x~~X(“~~=t), for all xi and t, 
(c) F(x,, xi1 X@,j) = t) 3 G(x,, xjl Xti*j) = t), for all xi, xj, and t. 
Then F is said to be conditionally more (i, j)-positively quadrant dependent 
than G, written as F +P(iJ) G. 
Sometimes for notational ease, if X N F and Y N G, we write X -+p(iJ) Y 
instead of F + ‘~j’ G. 
Note 2.1. Conditions (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1 together are 
equivalent to both 
(a’) F&s) = GRu)(s) for all s, and 
(b’) FRCj,(s) = G,,,,(s) for all s. 
We subsequently show that under certain conditions the elliptically 
symmetrical distributions can be (i, j)-PQD ordered and, hence, so can the 
multivariate normal distribution. In Section 4, we provide some general 
techniques for obtaining (i, jbPQD ordered distributions and also apply 
these techniques to obtaining inequalities for the generalized Farlie- 
Gumbel-Morgenstern family of distributions in Section 5. 
A function h(x, y) is called quasi-monotone if for all x1 6 x2, y, 6 y,, 
4x,> Y,) + 02, ~2) - W,, yd - h(x,, yl) a 0. 
Note 2.2. (i) Quasi-monotone is sometimes termed superadditive. 
(ii) h(x, y) is quasi-monotone if and only if eh is TP,. 
(iii) If h(x, y) is absolutely continuous, then h(x, y) is quasi- 
monotone if and only if (a’/axLJy) h(x, y) > 0 for almost all (x, y) in R*. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A function h(x,, . . . . xP) is (i, j)-quasi-monotone if 
4x ,) . . . . xi, . ..) xi, . ..) xp) is quasi-monotone in xi, xi for all possible fixed 
values of xci*j). We say h(x 1, . . ..x.) is quasi-monotone in pairs if it is (i,j)- 
quasi-monotone for all 1~ i < j <p. (Tchen [15, p. 8241 calls functions that 
are quasi-monotone in pairs superadditive.) 
Note 2.3. (i) When viewing h(x,, . . . . xi, . . . . xi, . . . . xp) as a function of 
xi, xi for Iixed xu*j), we sometimes employ the notation h(xi, xi ; xCi*j)) or 
h,(,.,)(Xi, Xi). 
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(ii) Observe that h(x,, . . . . xP) is quasi-monotone in pairs if and 
only if 
h(x v y) + h(x A y) > h(x) + h(y) for all x, y. 
This follows from Kemperman [S, p. 329(i)], since eh > 0. 
One of our two main theorems is given next. Although it holds under a 
variety of assumptions, we give it in a form with conditions on the function 
h which are easy to state. More general conditions on h under which the 
theorem is true are given following the theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let F(x, , . . . . xp) and G(x, , . . . . xp) be cdf and fix 
1~ i < j <p. Suppose that h(x,, . . . . xp) is bounded, right-continuous, and 
(i, j )-quasi-monotone. Zf F + p(i~i) G, then E,h(X) > E,h(X). 
Proof Consider h(xj, xj;x(‘.j)) for any fixed x(‘*j). This function is 
bounded, right-continuous, and quasi-monotone in (xi, xi). Consequently, 
since F + ‘(j* j) G from Tchen [ 15, Theorem 2, n = 23 we have 
ss &yi, xj; x(iJJ) dF{xjl yip” = x(i3j)) 
> h(q, xi; x(‘qj)) &{xi, xjI Xci,j) = x(‘J)}. 
The conclusion follows by integration. 
Note 2.4. Notice that to apply Tchen’s result we only need that h(x) is 
bounded and right-continuous in (xi, xi) for fixed x@i) and so the 
assumptions above can be weakened. (See also Corollary 2.1 of Tchen 
Cl51.) 
Theorem 2.1 holds for many other classes of h’s than those specified in 
the theorem. We state several other sets of conditions. The first set is due to 
Cambanis, Simons, and Stout [4] and various refinements of it can be 
found following Theorem 1 in that paper. The second set is due to 
Ruschendorf [ 111. A comment similar to Note 2.4 above also applies to 
these conditions: 
(1) For fixed 1 < i < j <p, h(x) is right-continuous, (i,j)-quasi- 
monotone, and either of the following is satisfied: 
(i) h,c,,,,(xi, xi) is symmetric in xi, xj for almost all ~(‘3~) and 
j h,~i.,,(xi, xi) dF(x,, co / X’“” = x(‘*j)) and j h,ct,ji(xj, xi) 
dFtco, xjI x(i.j) = ,Ci.i)) are finite for almost all x(‘*j); or 
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(ii) there exist XT and xj’ such that j ZQ,.,,(X~, XT) #(xi, cp 1 Xtisi) 
= ~(‘3~)) and j h,+,,,(x~, xi) dF( co, xi) X’“” = xcivn) are finite for 
almost all x(‘*j). 
(2) For fixed 16 i <j <p, h(x) is right-continuous, (i,j)-quasi- 
monotone, j &.,,(xi, xi) #(xi, xi1 X(‘J) = x(‘*j)) and j h,c,,,,(xi, xj) 
dqxi, xjI x(iJ) = x(iJ)) are finite for almost all x(“j), and either of the 
following are satisfied: 
(I) h,c,.,,(xi, xj) is nondecreasing in xi and xj for almost all ~(‘2~) or 
(ii) h,c,.,,(xi, x,) +O as xi+ --co or as xi-+ -co for almost all 
x(ti) 
We now give a situation in which quasi-monotonicity is naturally 
satisfied. 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let F(x,, . . . . xp) and G(x,, . . . . xp) be cdfs and fix 
1 <i<k<j<p. Suppose h(x,, . . . . x,)=f(xlr . . . . xk)g(xk+,, . . . . x,), where f 
and g are both decreasing or both increasing, are bounded, and right- 
continuous. Zf F -+ p(i~i) G, then EA-(h(X)) > E,(h((X)). 
Proof This follows directly from Theorem 2.1, since f (x,, . . . . xk) 
gh + 13 ..a7 xP) is (i, j)-quasi-monotone for 1 < i < k <j <p. 
We now remove the regularity assumptions on f and g, i.e., we assume 
only that f and g are both decreasing or both increasing. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Suppose h(x,, . . . . xp) = f (x,, . . . . xk) g(x,+ ,, . . . . xp), 
where f and g are both increasing or both decreasing and are Bore1 
measurable. Zf F + p(i,i’ G, then Ed/z(X))> E,(h(X)), prooided the expec- 
tations exist. 
Proof. The proof is divided into live steps. 
Step 1. Let f=ZCI,g=Zc2, where C, and C, are closed upper sets. 
The result follows immediately from Corollary 2.1. Similarly if C2 is an 
open lower set, -g is increasing and right-continuous so that 
EF(-h)aEo(--h) or E#) < E,(h). 
If C, and C, are both open lower sets then E~h)>E,(h). 
Step 2. Let f = ID,, g = ID2 be Bore1 measurable upper sets. Then as 
in Block and Savits [l] we can approximate the Dj by closed upper sets C, 
and apply Step 1. If either of the Di are Bore1 measurable lower sets we can 
approximate by an open lower set. We have EJh) 3 E,(h) for both upper 
or both lower and EJh) < E,(h) for one upper and one lower. 
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Step 3. Let fa 0, g 2 0 be nondecreasing Bore1 measurable. Then as 
in Block and Savits [ 1 ] we can find S= ( 1/2k) Crz, I,, which converges 
upward to J where D, are Bore1 measurable upper sets. A similar com- 
ment for g and the monotone convergence theorem gives the result. Similar 
comments apply if f and g are both nondecreasing Bore1 measurable 
functions or one is nondecreasing and one is nonincreasing. 
Step 4. Let f and g be nondecreasing Bore1 measurable functions. 
Then f + and g + are nondecreasing and f ~ and g ~ are nonincreasing non- 
negative Bore1 measurable functions. Thus from Step 3, 
and 
Under the assumptions that E,(h(X)) and &(/z(X)) exist (but are not 
necessarily finite) it is not hard to show that 
Step 5. Let f and g be nonincreasing Bore1 measurable functions. 
The proof is similar to Step 4. 
Conditional positive quadrant ordering is a concept which follows from 
covariance conditions in the multivariate normal case and its 
generalizations. We state as lemmas some of the results where covariance 
conditions imply orderings. 
LEMMA 2.1. Let Y-N(O,E) u&E;-N(O,E+dIf) andfix l<i<j<p. 
Assume 6 > 0 and that 72 + 81; is nonnegative definite. Then X + ‘w) Y. 
Proof Without loss of generality assume i = 1 and j = 2, and partition 
Z accordingly into dimensions 2 and p - 2. Denote the cdfs of X and 
Y by F and G, respectively. Then F(x,, x2 ] X”z2’ = t) corresponds 
to IV@,, l&t, Z,,2 + SI&) and G(x,, x2 1 X(‘*2)= t) corresponds to 
WI2 % t, K2), where G2 = E,, - XI2 & E21, and C, is a generalized 
inverse of C,,. Clearly (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. For every 
t, (c) of Definition 2.1 follows from Slepian’s inequality (Slepian [14] or 
see Tong [ 16, Theorem 2.1.11). 
The following result gives the conditional orderings for elliptically 
contoured distributions. We use the notation of the paper by Cambais, 
Huang, and Simons [2] throughout. 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let Y-EC&O, IZ:, b), X-EC&O, Z + SIC, d), and fix 
1~ i < j <p. Assume 6 > 0 and that C + 61; is nonnegative definite. Then 
x ,P(W y  
Proof. Without loss of generality assume i = 1 and j = 2, and partition 
C accordingly into dimensions 2 and p - 2. Denote the cdfs of X and Y by 
F and G, respectively. Suppose t is in 9&), the row space of Cz2. Then 
by Cambanis, Huang, and Simons [2, Corollary 51, F(x,, x2 1 X”,*‘= t) 
corresponds to EC2(E:12 & 4 Z,.z + 61f2, $4(,) and G(x,, x2 I X(‘**) = t) 
corresponds to EC2(&2Z;f, E I.2, 4g(f))f where &.2=7&1 -&2Gx21r and 
#,,(l) depends on 4 and q(t) = t’&t. When t # U(Z,,), the conditional 
distributions puts mass on 0 (Cambanis, Huang, and Simons [2, (17b)]. In 
the case t E 9(x:,,), parts (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1 follow from the fact 
that if 0% : W’ N EC,, +J(P; : ~2’; F 4), then WI - ECp,Ocl, &, 4). 
For every t, part (c) follows from Cambanis and Simon [3, Theorem 3.21. 
For the case t 4 .Z?(C,,), the result is obvious. 
We now give the general result for elliptically contoured distributions. It 
holds under weaker regularity conditions on h as pointed out in the note 
following the corollary. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let X m ECJO, Z, 4) and let h(x) be a bounded, right- 
continuous function which is quasi-monotone in pairs. Then E,(h(X)) is 
increasing in the off-diagonal elements of 72. 
Proof Apply Theorem 2.1 and the previous lemma iteratively. 
Note 2.5. (a) If h(x) is absolutely continuous in Xi and xi for all 
1~ i <j < n we can replace the quasi-monotone assumption above with the 
condition 8*h(x)/8xilJxj zz 0 for all x. 
(b) As mentioned in the note following Theorem 2.1 the corollary 
above holds under a variety of conditions. One strengthening of the above 
is to assume h(x) is right-continuous, quasi-monotone in pairs, and that 
there exist x1, x2, . . . . xp such that E,(h(+; Xci))) are finite for i= 1,2, . . ..p. 
(c) The normal case of the above corollary corresponds to the i # j 
part of Proposition 1 of Joag-dev, Perlman, and Pitt [6]. Because of notes 
(a) and (b) above the conditions on h are somewhat weaker than those in 
the proposition cited. 
3. CONDITIONALLY MORE DISPERSED 
We now examine a concept of one distribution being conditionally more 
dispersed than another. Our main result of this section shows that if a 
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p-variate function is convex in its relevant argument then it preserves this 
ordering. Normal and elliptically contoured cases are then examined. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Let F(x,, . . . . xP) and G(x,, ,.., x,,) be two cdfs. Fix 
1 Q i <p and suppose the following conditions are satisfied: 
(a) f’FR,i)(f) = G,,,,(t) for all 4 
(b) E,(X,IX”‘=t)=E,(X,IX’“=t) for all t, 
(c) for all t, both conditional distributions are degenerate, or 
(i) Sp(F(xi(X”)=t)-G(xi(X”)=t))= 1, and 
(ii) the sign sequence in (i) is +, -. 
Then F is said to be conditionally more i-dispersed than G, written as 
F +D(i) G. 
Note 3.1. (i) We have included (a) in Definition 3.1 for convenience. 
If the conditional means differ, the cdfs would be translated so that the 
means coincide. (See Shaked [ 131 concerning centering.) 
(ii) Sometimes for notational ease, if X N F and Y N G, we write 
X +D(i) Y instead of F +D(i) G. 
that (iii) Conditions (a) and (c) imply ( see Shaked [ 131) for all convex h 
1 
j-h(xi)dF(xilX’“=t)~Ih(x;)dG(xilX”’=t) for all t. (3.1) 
The condition given by (3.1) can be interpreted as saying that for all t the 
conditional distribution F(xi I X(‘) = t) is more dilated (e.g., Marshall and 
Olkin [ 10, p. 3121) than G(x,l Xci) = t). 
We next give a one-dimensional concept of convexity for a p-dimensional 
function. It says simply that the function is convex in the one relevant 
component for all other values of the remaining component. 
DEFINITION 3.2. A function h(x,, . . . . x,,) is i-convex if h(x,, . . . . xi, . . . . xP) 
is convex in xi for all possible fixed values of xc’). 
The main result of this section follows. 
THEOREM 3.2. Let F(x,, . . . . xP) and G(x,, . . . . xP) be cdfs andfix 1 < i<p. 
Suppose h(x, , . . . . xP) is i-convex. Zf F +D(i) G, then E,h(X) > E,h(X), 
provided the expectations exist. 
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Proof Observe that for all t, it follows from Shaked [13] and 
Definition 3.3 (a), (c) that 
By Definition 4.1(b), integration with respect to FRcij(t) = G,,;,(t) 
completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Suppose 82h(~)/dxf exists for all x and is nonnegative. 
Then F --+ D(i’ G implies E,h(X) 2 E,h(X). 
Proof Obvious. 
Conditional dispersiveness derives from comparison of variances for mul- 
tivariate normal distributions. We state some of those results as lemmas to 
demonstrate this connection and then give the more general results. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let Y - N(0, IS) and X - N(0, Z + 61,) and j?x 1 < i <p. 
Assume 6 > 0. Then X + D(i) Y. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume i= 1. Then F(x, 1 X(l)= t) is 
N(Z;,,&t, o,~+~-C,~C~~~,) and G(y,(Y(“=t) is N&?&t, 
(T,, - XI2 E; x2,), where Z is appropriately partitioned. Definitions 3.1(a) 
and (c) follow because the means are the same and Var(X, 1 X(l) = t) = 
Var( Y, 1 Y(r) = t) + 6. Part (b) is obvious. 
COROLLARY 3.2. Let X - N(0, Z) and h(x) be i-convex in each argument. 
Then E,(h(x)) is increasing in the diagonal elements of I: provided that 
E,(h(X)) exists. 
Proof Apply Theorem 3.2 and the previous lemma. 
COROLLARY 3.3. Let X - N(0, Z) and h(x) be a function such that 
k?*h(x)/c?xf exists and is nonnegative for all x, for i = 1, . . . . p. Then E,(h(X)) 
is increasing in the diagonal elements of Z, provided that E,(h(X)) exists. 
Proof This is immediate from Corollary 3.2. 
Note 3.2. Corollary 3.3 contains part of Proposition 1 of Joag-dev et al. 
[6 3 (the i =j case), but under weaker moment conditions. 
As in Section 2 we use the notation of Cambanis et al [2]. 
LEMMA 3.2. Y - EC,(O,Z, 4) and X - ECJO, Z + SI,,), andfix 1 G i <p. 
Assume 6 > 0. Then X --*D(i) Y. 
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Proof: Without loss of generality assume i= 1 and partition E accord- 
ingly into dimensions 1 and p - 1. Denote the cdfs of X and Y by 
F and G, respectively. Suppose t E 9(&). Then by Cambanis et al. [2, 
Corollary 51, F(x, IX(l) = t) corresponds to EC,(E;,, Y&t, E,,, + 6, dqtfj), 
and G(x, IX(l) = t) corresponds to EC,(C,, &t, E:1,2, #,(t,), where 
L = cl1 - El2 %i G1 and h,(tj is determined by 4 and q(t)= 
t’ E; t. Parts (a) and (b) of Definition 3.1 are obvious and part (c) follows 
from the fact that for every t, EC,(E,, ZG t, C,., +6, 44(f)) and 
~ClG& 4 L.2 9 4q(t)) are univariate cdfs differing only by a scale 
parameter. For t 4 L?#&) both conditional distributions are degenerate at 
0 and so (a), (b), and (c) are trivially satisfied. 
Note. Corollaries similar to Corollary 3.2 and 3.3 follow immediately 
for elliptically contoured distributions. These provide somewhat more 
generalized results than Joag-dev et al. [6]. 
4. CONDITIONAL POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE DEPENDENCE 
In this section, we consider other distributions which are conditionally 
more (i, j)-PQD ordered. We primarily focus on techniques for con- 
structing such orderings, with particular attention paid to upper and lower 
bounds, and to comparisons with certain forms of independence. 
The following definition formalizes a concept that has appeared in 
various forms in the literature. 
DEFINITION 4.1. A random vector X with cdf F(x) is conditionally (i, j)- 
PQD (NQD), i #j, if 
F(x,, xi1 X”*” = s) 2 ( < ) F(xi, CO 1 X”,” = s) F( co, xi1 X”,” = s) 
for all xi, xi, s. 
Note 4.1. Suppose F(x) is absolutely continuous with pdfS(x). Define 
g(x) =f&~(~)) ~f~~~,(x”‘)lfR(~,~)(x(~‘~)), when fRci, jj(x(i’i)) > 0, and 0, 
otherwise. It is direct to show that (i) g is a pdf, (ii) g(Xi, xi 1 Xci,j) = xu9j)) 
=fR(j)(‘x(i)) xfR(i)(x’i’)/(fR(i,j)(x(ii)))2, and (iii) gRci, jj(x(i*j)) =fRci,,,(x”~“). 
Denote by G, the cdf, corresponding to g. Then F is conditionally 
(i,j)-PQD (NQD) if and only if F +p(i,i)( t p(i,i)) G. 
The next lemma provides a method for constructing multivariate 
distributions with certain prescribed conditional marginals and, more 
importantly, having certain conditional positive dependence properties. 
LEMMA 4.1. Suppose F(x, y, z), the joint cdf of the random variables X, 
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Y, Z, is given. Let H(u, v) be a cdf with marginal distributions that are 
uniform on [0, 11. Define 
G(x, Y, z) = 1’ H(F,(x I wh FAYI ~1) @z(w), 
-Go 
where F,, F,, and F, have the obvious interpretation. Then the following 
hold: 
(a) G(x, y, z) is a cdf. 




(c) If H satisfies any of the following, then G(x, y I z) satisfies the same 
(conditionally): 
(i) independence, 
(ii) PQD WQD), 
(iii) upper (lower) FrkchPt bound, 
(iv) TP, (RR,). 
Proof. (a) This follows directly from the fact that for every z, 
H(F,(xIz), F,(ylz)) is a cdf in x,y. 
(b) Obvious. 
(c) This follows from the result that G(x, y I z) = H(F,(x I z), F,(y I z)) 
and requiring for (i) H(u, v) =UV, (ii) H(u, v)> (<) UV, (iii) H(u, v) = 
min(u, v) (max(u + v - l,O)). Result (iv) follows by a standard TP, (RR,) 
result which gives that increasing functions preserve TP,- (RR,-) -ness. 
Note 4.2. Suppose H, and H2 are two bivariate distributions with 
uniform marginals such that H, is more PQD than H,. If corresponding 
G, and G, are constructed as in the preceding lemma, then G, +‘(l, 2, G2. 
EXAMPLE 4.1. To illustrate the preceding note, consider the family of 
bivariate uniform cdfs 
where O<x<l, 06y<l, and 0 < A< 1. This is essentially the 
Marshall-Olkin bivariate exponential distribution with equal marginals, 
where the marginals have been transformed. See Kimeldorf and Sampson 
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[9] for a discussion of this method of transformation. The distribution 
above is one of those mentioned in Kimeldorf and Sampson [9] but the 
form given there has an algebraic error. It is direct to show that 
H(x, y; A,) B H(x, y; A,), whenever 1, < &. 
Let &aCi,i) E Z7(F(x,, 03 1 X(i,i) = xCi,j)), F(crJ, Xj 1 X(iJ) = x”‘q, 
FRCi,jj(~(i3j))) denote the class of p-variate cdfs of a r.v. X, where the 
marginal of XCixi) is FRCi, j) and the conditional marginals of Xi and Xj given 
XC’,” are respectively F(x,, CCI 1 XC”” = xCi,j)) and F( co, xj 1 XC’.” = xCi*j)). 
Then if K(x) is in this class, 
s 
xl’.ll 
s min(F(xi, cc 1 XCi,‘)= s), F(co, xjI XC”“= s) dFR,,,j,(s) (4.1) 
-a3 
and, moreover, the r.h.s. of (4.1) is also in the class. The former statement 
follows from Dall’Aglio [5] and the latter from Lemma 4.1. Furthermore, 
for all K(x) E flij.R,r, jj , K c ‘(‘J) KzRci, jj. 




EAX) = EK;Rcg,,l h(X). 




= max[F(x,, cc IX”.“=s)+F(oo, xjIX”*“=s)- 1, 0] dFR,i,j,(s). 
-m 
5. FGM DISTRIBUTIONS 
Johnson and Kotz [7] define the generalized Farlie-Gumbel- 
Morgenstern distribution as being a cdf F(x) which has representation 
F(X)= fi Fi(Xj) 
i= I (il. _.., ik)sIk 
(5.1) 
where Ik = {(i,, . . . . i,)lk>l, l<i,<i,< ... < ik <p > and the c(~,, ,,, ik are 
contained in a multivariate parameter space 8 and where Fi(xi) = 
1 - Fi(xi) is a cdf, i= 1, . . . . p. In this paper we assume each Fi(xi) is 
absolutely continuous so that F(x) has a pdf. 
Suppose the FGM family in (5.1) contains the parameter aii. Fix the 
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remaining parameters at some value Cl,, and denote the cdf. viewed as 
parametrized by aii as F(x, CQ, 0,). 
THEOREM 5.1. Let Y - F(t; aii, 0,) and X - F(t; aii+ 6, &,), where 6 > 0, 
F is given by (5.1) and (au, Cl,), (av+6, &,)E@. Then X +p’iJ) Y. 
Proof: Without loss of generality, assume i= 1, j= 2. It is easy to show 
that the marginal distributions of (Y,, Y”*2’), ( Y2, Y”s2’), and YC1-‘) do 
not depend on al2 and, hence, (a) and (b) of Definition 2.1 are satisfied. To 
show (c), in light of (b), it is sufficient to demonstrate that 
8’-2F(t;a,2+6,e,) 8P-2F(t;aL2,e,,),o 
at,-.at, - at,...at, ’ (2) 
for all t. That (2) holds follows immediately from the assumption 6 > 0 and 
the fact that 
app~~~~~~~’ e”)=Flh~ F2(t2)(l +a12&(tl) F2i2(f2N ifk(tk) 
P k=3 
{il. . . . . ik) # (1, 2) 
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